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Motivation

• Modeling studies: ~10,000 premature 

mortalities annually attributable to air 

quality impacts of aviation emissions

• Cruise and LTO emissions both 

contribute to air quality impacts

• Impacts sensitive to changing 

background (e.g. power plant NOx)

+

Aviation-driven PM2.5 in January 2005, µg/m3

(Eastham et al 2016)

FAA needs capability to rapidly

and accurately assess air quality 

impacts resulting from proposed 

aviation policies or technologies

Full-scale simulations take too 

long – need a reduced order tool
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Objectives

Long-term Objectives

• Further develop aviation-
focused tools for simulation 
and analysis of air quality 
impacts

• Assess the scope and 

effectiveness of efforts to 

mitigate impacts of aviation

• Provide robust uncertainty 

quantification

• Advance state of the science

regarding connections between 

aviation and air quality

Near-term Objectives

• Develop rapid, high-
fidelity tools to estimate air 
quality response to change 
in policy or technology

• Provide modeling and 

analysis support to 

domestic & international 

policymaking

1

2
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The GEOS-Chem adjoint

Target outcomes

 Multi-scale impact analysis:

 Global simulations used for cruise

 Fine-scale regional simulations used for LTO

 Impacts separated by species, time, and location

 Data provided as arrays for ease of use

Method: GEOS-Chem adjoint

 Simulates global atmosphere including 

chemistry, winds, rainout

 Performs inverse calculation to determine 

aggregate change in exposure

 Calculates sensitivity of aggregated air 

quality impacts with respect to emissions at 

any point in space or time
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Current Work and Status

Impact estimation1 Uncertainty quantification2

 Develop new capabilities

for the adjoint to extend the 

range of analysis

 Groundwork for global 

assessment of total 

uncertainty in impacts of 

aviation due to non-

aviation emissions

 Facilitate knowledge 

transfer
P

 Develop comprehensive 

LTO and cruise-level 

sensitivity maps
(P)

 Support current policy 

analyses (P)

 Initial assessment of 

second-order sensitivity of 

impacts to ammonia
P

1a

1b

2a

P
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Goal

Increase number 

of regional 

domains to 

provide higher-

fidelity estimates 

of LTO impacts

Results

Tool now includes 

South-East Asia

regional domain; 

European domain in 

development

(both 0.5x0.666)
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Expand scope of 

analysis from PM 

only to include 

aviation-

attributable 

ozone
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New capabilities in the tool1a

Incorporate multiple 
ozone cost 
functions directly 
into the
GEOS-Chem adjoint

Annual avg. person-µg/m3 per kg emitted BC

Annual avg. person-ppbv per kg emitted NOx
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Sensitivity maps1b

Target impact metrics

 Increase in annual average population exposure to PM2.5

 Increase in population exposure to ozone:

 Annual average 24-hour mean

 Annual average 8-hour max (Turner et al 2015)

 Ozone season 1-hour max (Jerrett et al 2009)

 Ozone season 8-hour max (EPA NAAQS)

Motivation

 Sensitivity maps allow any anticipated change in emissions from a 

change in policy or technology to be immediately mapped to air 

quality impacts

 Global sensitivity maps capture impacts from cruise-level emissions;

Local maps capture impacts from short-lived LTO emissions
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Multi-scale sensitivities1b

population μg/m3 PM2.5

kg BC emitted/hr

Sensitivity

kg BC emitted/hr

Emissions



Impact Attribution



kg NOx emitted/hr

 

population μg/m3 PM2.5

kg NOx emitted/hr
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Increase in exposure 
attributable to emissions in 

that location
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Multi-pollutant sensitivities1b

population μg/m3 PM2.5

kg BC emitted/hr

Sensitivity

kg BC emitted/hr

Emissions



Impact Attribution



Increase in exposure 
attributable to emissions in 

that location

kg NOx emitted/hr

 

population ppbv ozone

kg NOx emitted/hr
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Uncertainty quantification2

Initial assessment

 Performed initial scoping assessment for ammonia

 Aviation-attributable PM2.5 formation pathways could rely on 

ammonia to convert gas phase precursors into harmful PM

 Used multiple simulations to assess the sensitivity of 

estimated impacts to uncertainty in ammonia emissions

Motivation

 Estimated impacts of aviation include significant uncertainty

 Uncertainty is difficult to quantify but could change result of CBA

 Large, known, but unquantified source of uncertainty is background 

emissions from non-aviation sources
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Uncertainty quantification2

2nd order NH3 sensitivity,

w.r.t. aviation emissions 

population μg/m3 PM2.5

kg/hr(NH3)

• ~1% change in aviation-attributable PM2.5 per 1% uncertainty in 

NH3 globally

• Includes ~0.7% change in global aviation-attributable PM2.5 per 1%

uncertainty in NH3 in South East Asia

Global mean 1% uncertainty in 

anthropogenic NH3 emissions

kg/hr(NH3)
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Outcomes and Applications

Expected Outcomes
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• Maps of sensitivity of population exposure to 
ozone and PM2.5 with respect to aviation 
emissions

• Domain-relevant modeling: impacts of 
cruise emissions modeled at global scale, 
impacts of LTO emissions at regional scale

• External factors (changes in meteorology, 
changes in background) fully captured

• Improved understanding of how to reduce 
uncertainty and attributability of impacts

• Insights into how to reduce impacts through 
sensitivity reduction as opposed to simply 
emissions mitigation or displacement

Tools used for 
domestic and 
international 
policy analyses

• Improve scientific 
understanding

• Identify new 
opportunities for 
impact mitigation

Applications
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Interfaces and Communications

Within ASCENT

Code Training and knowledge 

transfer to

 ASCENT 48 project to 

conduct societal CBA of 

nvPM standard

 ASCENT 39 project to 

conduct societal CBA for 

Naphthalene removal

 FAA to enable rapid policy 

and technology assessment

External

 Climate impact evaluation 

of nvPM standard (Spring 

2016)

 Scientific community

through contribution of 

aviation-focused 

improvements back into the 

GEOS-Chem adjoint code

+
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Summary

• Aviation’s impact on air quality is significant at 

multiple spatial and temporal scales

• Directly modeling these impacts is challenging

due to large computational costs

• Rapid reduced-order assessment tools are 

necessary to provide impacts estimates which are 

both timely and accurate

• These tools require constant updating to reflect 

the current state-of-the-science and to provide 

new capabilities

• Central estimates of impacts must be 

accompanied by uncertainty quantification to 

ensure scientifically valid results

• Delivery of 

sensitivities for 

nvPM standard

• Expansion to 

European 

region

• Enhancement

of global 

model 

resolution

• UQ with 

multiple non-

aviation 

species

Summary Next Steps
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